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1. Notation. It is convenient to first introduce some notation. Indices
from a countable set will be denoted by m, n, k, •••, from an arbitrary set by
k,v, p, •••. Let X be any partially ordered set. If xEX, and if a sequence
{xn } in X satisfies xn\x, and if for each n a sequence {xnk: k = 1, 2, *••}
satisfies xnk\kxn, then we will write jcnfctjcntx. If x E X, and if an upwards
directed system {xv: v E \] } satisfies xv\x, and if for each vE\]
an index
set Kv and an upwards directed system [xK :kvEK„}
satisfy xK tK eK x,
then we will write x„ t¡c„tx
2. Outer measures on Boolean algebras. A real function 0 on a Boolean
algebra B is called a finitely additive measure if (i) 0 < 0(a) < °° for all aEB,
(ii) 0(aVo) =0(a) + 0(A) whenever a, b EB and a, b are disjoint, (iii) 0(1) =£
0. A finitely additive measure 0 on B is called countably additive if
0(V7a«) = ^T 0(a«) f°r every mutually disjoint countable subset {ax, a2,
•••} of 5 such that V™0« exists. A finitely additive measure 0 on B is
called purely finitely additive if every countably additive measure 0' such that
0' < 0 is identically zero. In [11], K. Yosida and E. Hewitt proved that every
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finitely additive measure 0 on a Boolean algebra can be uniquely written as
the sum of a countably additive measure 0C and a purely finitely additive
measure <j>p.For every finitely additive measure 0 on a Boolean algebra B,
a related function <pL on B is defined:

,(a) = inf him <p(an):an t a \

for all a G B.

It follows that 0L is a finitely additive measure on B, and 0 is countably

additive if and only if 0L = 0. A result due to M. A. Woodbury [10] and
H. Bauer [1] states that, for every finitely additive measure 0 on a Boolean
algebra B, its countably additive part 0C is equal to 0L. Note that 0C = 4>L
is equivalent to the statement that 0L = 0LL.
If 0 is a finitely additive measure on a Boolean algebra B, then 0 is
monotone, i.e., a < b implies 0(a) < 0(A). A function p: B —►[0, °°] is
called an outer measure on B if (i) p is monotone, (ii) p(0) = 0, (iii) a <
Vi°fln implies p(a) < 2" p(an). Given any function p: B —►[0, °°] which
is monotone, pL is defined as:

pL(a) = inf ilim p(an): an t a\
\

n

for a E B.

)

If we consider the class of all outer measures on a Boolean algebra instead of the
class of all finitely additive measures in the above result of Woodbury and Bauer,
then the situation is somewhat different. J. A. R. Holbrook proved that if B
is a Boolean algebra then, for every outer measure p on B, pL = pLL if and

only if B has the Egoroff property [3].
In the following, we shall replace sequences by directed systems and obtain
a result similar to that of Holbrook. Note that an element a of a Boolean
algebra B has the Egoroff property if and only if, whenever a„fctanta, there
exists a sequence bm\a such that, for every m, bm ^an(m)k{m) f°r some
appropriate index n(m), k(m) (the proof of this is similar to the proof of

Lemma 2.2 in [2] ).
Definition 2.1. An element a of a Boolean algebra B is said to have
the generalized Egoroff property, whenever aK ta„ta, there exists an upwards
directed system {AM} such that A ta and, for every p, there exists a v =
v(p) and a k„ in {k„(M)
} such that b„ < aK . A Boolean algebra is said
to have the generalized Egoroff property if every one of its elements has the
generalized Egoroff property.
For every monotone function p: B —* [0, °°], the function p¡ is de-

fined by:
pt(a) = inf /sup p(av): av t a \

for a E B.
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It follows that p¡ is a monotone function on B, and p¡ = p if and only if
for every a E B av\a implies supy p(av) = p(a).

Theorem 2.2. Let B be a Boolean algebra. Then p¡ = p¡¡ for every
outer measure p on B if and only if B has the generalized Egoroff property.

In fact,
(1) if B has the generalized Egoroff property, then p; = pn for every
monotone function p: B —►[0, °°] ;
(2) if P[ = plt for every finite-valued outer measure p on B, then B
has the generalized Egoroff property.

Proof. (1) Assume that B has the generalized Egoroff property. Let p
be a monotone function on B. It is clear that p, > plt. On the other hand,
suppose pH(a) < a; in this case, there must exist a directed system a„ta and
for each v a directed system aK tK av such that p(aK )<a
for all k„.
Since aK ta„ta and B has the generalized Egoroff property, there exists
A^ta such that, for every p, btl<aKj> for some kv. Thus p(AM)< p(flK) <
a for all p, so that p¡(a) < a. Since this holds for any a satisfying ptl(a) <
a, we therefore have p,(a) < Pn(a).
(2) It is sufficient to show that the unit element 1 of B has the generalized
Egoroff property. Let aK t«„tl. We may assume that av =£ 1 for all v. Define a function p on 5 as follows: for each c EB,

p(c) = 0 if c = 0,
= % if 0 < c < a„

for some k„,

= 1 otherwise.
It is evident that p is a finite-valued outer measure on B. Moreover, since
aK ta„ti and p(aK ) = 1á for all k„, we have pH(l) - Vi. Then p,(l) = &
by the assumption. This means that there exists a directed system A^tl such
that for every p, p(b ) = *A,thus, for every p, there is some kv such that
bß < aK . Therefore, the unit element has the generalized Egoroff property and
the proof of the theorem is complete.
Let B be a Boolean algebra. For every pair of elements a, b of B, the
symmetric difference (a'A A)V (aAb') of a and A will be denoted by a A A.
We say that a sequence {a„ } in B is order convergent to an element a EB
if there exists a sequence bnl0 such that an A a < bn for all n; this will be
denoted by an —►a. A subset A of B is said to be order closed if, for every
order convergent sequence in A, the order limit of the sequence is also a member

of A. The topology on B which has as closed sets the family of all order closed sets
is called the order topology of B. For any subset A of B, the set of all a E
B such that there exists a sequence in A converging in order to a is called
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the pseudo order closure of A and it will be denoted by A'. In [2] it is proved
that a Boolean algebra B has the Egoroff property if and only if A' is order
closed for every subset A of B. From this, together with Holbrook's result,
we have

Theorem 2.3. // B is a Boolean algebra then pL = pLL for every
outer measure p on B if and only if A' is order closed for every subset

A of B.
We shall next look at a single outer measure p
and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition that
the order topology of B. For every outer measure
we shall denote by A(p,a) the set of all elements

on a Boolean algebra B
pL = pLL in terms of
p on B and real a > 0,
a E B such that p(a) < a.

Lemma 2.4. Let p bè an outer measure on a Boolean algebra B. Then
p = pL if and only if A(p, a) is order closed for every real a > 0.

Proof.

Assume that p=pL.

Let a>0.

If anEA(p, a) for n =

1,2, ••• and an —►a, then there exists A„J,0 such that an A a <A„ for all
n. The sequence cn=a/\b'n
satisfies cn\a and cn<an
for all n. By the
assumption that p = pL, we have p(c„)tp(a) and so a EA(p, a). This proves
that A(p, a) is order closed. Conversely, assume that for every a > 0, A(p, a)
is order closed. Let a„ta. If a real number a is such that p(an) <a for all
n, then an E A(p, a) for all n and so, by the assumption that A(p, a) is
order closed, a E A(p, a), i.e., p(a) < a. This proves that p = pL.

Lemma 2.5. Let p be an outer measure on a Boolean álgebra B. Then
A(pL, a) = C\e>QA'(p, a + e).

Proof. Let aEA(pL,a).
Then, for every e > 0, pL(a) < a + e and
so there exists a„ta such that p(a„) < a + e for all n. Hence a E
C\e>0A'(p, a + e). Conversely, let a E C\f>0A'(p, a + e). Then for each
e > 0, a E A'(p, a + e) and so there exists a„ta such that an E A(p, a + e)
for all n. Thus pL(a) <a + e for all e>0 and hence pL(a) < a, i.e.,
aEA(pL,a).
The following result is a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.
Theorem 2.6. Let p be an outer measure on a Boolean algebra B.

Then pL = pLL if and only if the set f] £>0A'(p, a + e) is order closed for
every a > 0.
3. Strong Fatou property of monotone seminorms on Riesz spaces. An
extended real valued function p on a Riesz space L is called a monotone
seminorm on L if, for every f, gEL,

(i) 0 < p(f) < «, p(f + g) < p(f) + p(g), and p(\f) = Xp(0 for all real
\>0,
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(ü) p is monotone, i.e., \f\ < \g\ implies p(f)<,p(g). It follows from (ii)
that p(f) = p(|/|) for all / E L. A monotone seminorm p on L is called aFatou if 0<«„t«
implies that p(un)îp(u). A given monotone seminorm p
may not itself be a-Fatou, but, among those o-Fatou monotone seminorms
majorized by p, the largest element pM always exists. In fact,
PmÍH = SUP{p'(/):

p' is a-Fatou monotone seminorm such that p' < p}.

It is not known, in general, how to construct pM explicitly in terms of p. However, there are three cases of interest in which pM may be constructed explicitly.
To facilitate the discussion, we define the Lorentz seminorm pL associated with
a given monotone seminorm p. If p is a monotone seminorm on L, then pL

is defined by: for every fEL,

pL(f) = inf him p(un): 0 < u„ t |/|\.
We can see easily that, for any given monotone seminorm p on L, pL is again
a monotone seminorm on L ; moreover, p~> pL~> pM, pL = p if and only if
p is a-Fatou, pM = pL if and only if pL is a-Fatou. Theorem 7.3 of [6]
states that, if the Riesz space L is a real Banach space, then pM = pL for
every monotone seminorm p on L. Theorem 20.4 of [6] states that, if a
monotone seminorm p on a Riesz space L is of the form p(f) = 0(1/1) for
every fEL, where 0 is a positive linear functional on L, then Pm = Pl-

The third result is due to J. A. R. Holbrook. In [4], he proved that if L is a
Riesz space then pM = pL for every monotone seminorm p on L if and only
if L has the almost Egoroff property.
Definition 3.1. An element / of a Riesz space L is said to have the
almost Egoroff property if, given any real number e with 0 < e < 1 and any
countable set of sequences {unk: k = 1, 2, ••• }, n = 1, 2, •••, in L such that
0<«„fctfc|/l for all n, there exists a sequence 0<vem^m\f\ and for every m,
n of indices an index k(m, n) such that (1 - e)vem< "nfc(m,n)- A Riesz space
is said to have the almost Egoroff property if every one of its elements has the
almost Egoroff property.
We shall derive a similar result to that of Holbrook, with sequences replaced
by direct sets. In order to do this, we first give a modified proof of Holbrook's result

For every subset 5 of a Riesz space I, we shall denote by <S> the convex

hull of S.
Lemma 3.2. Let L be a Riesz space and u E L+. Then the following
two statements are equivalent.
(1) u has the almost Egoroff property.
(2) // 0 < «nfctfcu„t« and 0 < e < 1, then there exists a sequence {vem}
wirA 0<u^tmw
and such that, for every m, (l-e)vem <zm for some
elements zm in <{«„fc}>.
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Proof.

(1)=>(2): Let 0<unfctfcu„t«

and 0<e<l.

Then 0<

unk +u~ un^ku an(* so by 0) there exists a sequence {wm } with 0 <
w^tm« and (1 - e)wem < un fc(m n) + u - un for some k(m, n). Set
vem= (1 - e)-1 [(1 - é)wm -u+um]
+ ; then we have 0 < vem\mu and
(l-e)vem <umMm,my
Hence (2) holds.
(2)=»(1): Let 0<unkîku
and 0<e<l.
We may assume that unkin
as we can always replace unk by uxk A ••• A unk. We may also assume that
there exists a sequence {un } in L+ such that: (i) 0 < «„tw, (ii) un Jfr (1 - e)w
for all «. For if such a sequence {un } does not exist, then 0 < unk\ku implies that for every n there exists some index k(ri) such that «„,*(„) >
(1 - e)u, and so the sequence {vem} with vem= u for all wi satisfies the
required condition.

Now 0 < unk A iintfcw„tu. If we set 5 = e/2, then by (2), there exists a
sequence {whm} with 0 < wm^mu an<*such that, for every m, (1 - 8)wfn <
zm for some element zm in ({unkAun}).
For a fixed m, zm E ({unkAun }>
means that we can write zm = '2ntkoffk(unkA un) where amk (n, k - 1, 2, •••)
are nonnegative real numbers, zero except for finitely many n and k, and
such that 2n ka%k = 1. For every fixed pair of m and n, write A(iw,n) =
max{fc:a^¥=0}
and a™ = 2fca^k; then, for a fixed m, am>0
for all
n with a™ = 0 except for finitely many n and 2na" =1. Furthermore,
we have

(1 - S)<

<zm < X a>„>ft(min)

A u„).

n

We will show that the sequence vm = (1 - e)~l [2(1 - 8)wm - u]+, m =
1, 2, •••, satisfies 0<u£,tmii
and for a given pair, M and A, of indices, there
exists an index k(M, A) such that (1 - e)veM< uNtk(M,N)Obviously 0<v^tm«.
Given M and N, let y = sup{Zn>Nam: m >
M}. We prove that y > Vi. It is clear that 0<7<1.
Moreover, for m>
M, we have

u - (1 - 8)wm> Z <C(« - "„,„(„,,„) A un) > ¿2 <C(« - un)
n

n<N

> ( Z <C - £ an) (» - M > 0 - 7)(" - %)•
\ n

n<ftT

/

Since inf {a - (1 - 8)wm: m >M} = Su, so 8u > (1 - y) (u - iijy) and we
have either 7=1 or uN> (1 - 8/(l-y))u. Recall that un P (1 - e)u for
all n; hence uN > (1 - 8/(1 -y))u implies that 5/(1 - y) > e, i.e., y > Vi.
From the above argument, there exists-an index p>M
such that 2„>Aro£ >
% and so
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u - (1
- 8)wt
> u - (1
- 8)w6
> *—•
T ap(u
- un,h(p,n)
„, .A«)
v
' M
v
' p
nK
n

> Z
~». oP(u-u
"v
n>N

n>

„, ,);
n,h(p,ny>

if we let k(M, A) = max{A(p, «): oPn=£ 0} and recall that w,,^,,, we have

« - (1 - 6)< > ( E o£) (u - Vfc(M,iV))> ^" - mat,*(W'
\n>N

and hence
required.

I

2(1 - 8)whM-u<uNMMN);

thus (1 - e)^ <uNk(MN)

as

Theorem 3.3. Let L be a Riesz space and uEL+.
(1) If u has the almost Egoroff property, then PM(u) = pL(u) for every
monotone seminorm p on L.
(2) // pM(u) = pL(u) for every monotone seminorm p on L such that
p(u) < <*>,
then u has the almost Egoroff property.
Proof . Note that pM = pL if and only if pL = pLL.
(1) It is clear that pLL(u) <pL(u). On the other hand, suppose pLL(u) <
a; in this case, there must exist a sequence 0 < untu and, for every n, a
sequence 0<wnfctfc«n suchthat p(unk)<a
for all n, k. By the assumption
that u has the almost Egoroff property and Lemma 3.2, there exists , for every
0 < e < 1, a sequence 0 < vem\u such that, for every m, (1 - e)^, < zm for
some zm in <{«„fc}>. We then have (1 - e)p(vm) < p(zm)<a
for all m;
hence pL(u) < (1 - e)-1a. Since this is true for every e with 0 < e < 1, we
thus obtain pL(u)<o¡. Therefore pL(u)<pLL(u).
(2) It is sufficient to show that if 0 < w„fct«ntw and 0 < e < 1, then
there is a sequence 0 < vem\u such that, for every m, (1 - e)um <zm for
some zm in <{«„fe}>-

Let 0 < MnfetMntzi and 0 < e < 1. Set ex = e/2 and define a function
p on L as follows: for every / in L,

p(f) = inf |Z

<*nk-ank ** ° f°r aU "' *> ank = ° except

\n,k

for finitely many n, k and ¿2ank(unk\/
n.k

exu) > \f\>,
'

= oo if there is no such finite sum covering |/|.

It can be easily verified that p is a monotone seminorm on L. Moreover,
p(u) < °°; in fact, p(u) < e\x .
Now p(unk) < 1 for all n, k; then pL(un) < 1 for all « and so pLL(u)<
1. By the assumption that pL(u) ■ pLL(u), we then have pi(«)<l.
Set e2 =
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(2-e)
e. Then pL(«)<l+e2
implies that there exists a sequence 0<
wmtw and, for each m, p(wm) < 1 + e2. If we let vm = (1 - e)~1(wm - eu)+,
we have 0 < vemîu. It remains to be shown that, for every m, (1 - e)um < zm
for some element zm in ({unk}).
For each m, since p(wm) < 1 + e2, there exist, by the definition of p,
real numbers umk, n, k = 1, 2, •••, such that c%k >0 for all «, fc, o%k= 0
except for finitely many n, k, 0 < 2„jfca^fc < 1 + e2 and E„ k aZk(unkVexu)
> wm. We then have

(1 + e2)-'wm < Z (1 + e,)-1«™^

+ elM.

n,fc

Set Kk*s&n.k°GkT1c%k

and zm = 2„fcX^«n/t;

then, for every m, zm is

an element in <{«„fc}>and (1 +e2)-1wm <zw + ejW. Note that
(wm - eu)+ < [wm - e(wm + u)/2]+

= [(1 + e2Tlwm

- exu] + ;

hence (1 - e)vm = (wm - eu)+ < zm as required. This completes the proof

of (2).
Corollary
3.4. Let L be a Riesz space. Then pM = pL for every
monotone seminorm p on L if and only if L has the almost Egoroff property.
Let p be a monotone seminorm on a Riesz space L. p is called strong
Fatou if p(uv)îp(u) for every uEL+
and directed system {«„} in L
satisfying 0<«j,t«.
Every monotone seminorm p dominates a largest monotone seminorm pm having the strong Fatou property, namely,
P'm(f) = sup{p'(/): p' is a strong Fatou seminorm on L such that p' <p}

for fEL.
For every monotone seminorm p on L, we define a function

p/

associated with p by:

Pl(f) = inf isup pOv>:0 < «„ t l/ll.
Then, p¿ is again a monotone seminorm on L. Moreover, p~> pt~> p ,
and p = p¡ if and only if p is strong Fatou. Since p > pm, we have p; >

Pmi = Pm'S0 Pm=Pi if and only if p, = p„.
If a monotone seminorm p on Z, is of the form p(f) = 0(1/1) where 0
is a positive linear functional on L, then pm = p¡ (see [7, Theorem 57.4,
Note XVB). In general, it is not known how to construct pm explicitly in
terms of p. We shall next give a necessary and sufficient condition for a Riesz
space L to have the property that pm = p¡ for every monotone seminorm p

on L.
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Definition 3.5. An element fofz. Riesz space L is said to have the
generalized almost Egoroff property if, whenever 0<«K t«pt|/|
and 0<
e < 1, there exists a directed system {veß} in L such that 0 <u*tMl/| and,
for every p, (1 - e)u* < zM for some element zM in <{«K }>. A Riesz space
L is said to have the generalized almost Egoroff property if every one of its
elements has the generalized almost Egoroff property.
Theorem 3.6. Let L be a Riesz space and uEL+.
(1) If u has the generalized almost Egoroff property, then pm(u) =
p¡(u) for every monotone seminorm p on L.
(2) If Pm(u) = pt(u) for every monotone seminorm p on L such that
p(u) < °°, then u has the generalized almost Egoroff property.
Proof. Exact analogue of the proof of Theorem 3.3; sequences are replaced by directed sets everywhere.
Corollary
3.7. Let L be a Riesz space. Then pm=p¡ for every
monotone seminorm p on L if and only if L has the generalized almost

Egoroffproperty.
4. a-Fatou property of a monotone seminorm on a Riesz space. In this
section, we focus our attention on a given monotone seminorm p on an
arbitrary Riesz space L and obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for
p as well as pL to be a-Fatou, in terms of the order topology and the r.u.
(relative uniform) topology of L. To be complete, we shall include the
definitions of the order and r.u. topologies of a Riesz space. For further
discussion of these topologies, the reader is referred to [9], [5], and [2].
A sequence {fn } in a Riesz space L is said to converge in order to an
element fEL if there exists a sequence {«„ } in L+ suchthat «„10 and
|/„ -/| < un for all n; this will be denoted by /„—*/. A subset S of L
is called order closed if for every order convergent sequence in S the order limit
of the sequence is also a member of S. The order topology of L is the
topology which has as its closed sets the family of all order closed sets of L.
For any subset S of L, the set of all fEL
with the property that there
exists a sequence in S converging in order to / is called the pseudo order
closure of S and will be denoted by S'. The order closure, i.e., the closure
in the order topology, of S will be denoted by S. A sequence {/„ } in L
is said to converge r.u. (relatively uniformly) to an element fEL
if there
exists an element u E L+ and a real sequence e„IO such that \fn —f\ < enu
for all n; this will be denoted by /„ -^f.
The r.u. closed set, r.u. topology,
pseudo r.u. closure (denoted by S'IU)and r.u. closure (denoted by 5ru) are

defined similarly.
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A monotone seminorm p on a Riesz space L is called a Riesz seminorm

if p(f) < °° for all fEL.

A linear subspace S of L is called an ideal of L

whenever S is solid, i.e., whenever it follows from fES.gEL
and |g| <
l/l that g ES. If p is a monotone seminorm on L, then the set Lp =
{fEL: p(f) <°°} is an ideal of L and the restriction of p on Lp is a
Riesz seminorm.

Theorem 4.1. Let p be a Riesz seminorm on a Riesz space L. Then
f-^-*f
implies that p(fn - f) —* 0, and so in particular p(fn) —►p(f).

eni0

Proof . Let /„ -**♦ /; then there exists uEL+
and a real sequence
suchthat |/„-/|<en«
for all n. Hence p(fn-f)—*0.
Since

P(f)-p(f„-f)<

P(f„)<p(f)+ P(f„- /), so p(fn- f) -* 0 impliesthat

P(f„)-*P<J1Theorem 4.2. A monotone seminorm p on a Riesz space L is a-Fatou
if and only if p is lower semicontinuous with respect to order convergence

(i.e. f„—*f implies p(f) < lim inf p(fn)).
Proof.
Assume that p is a-Fatou. Let fn—►/. Then there exists
unl0 such that ]fn -f\ < un for all n, and so the sequence wn = (\f\ - un)+
satisfies 0<wnt|/|
and wn < |/n| for all n. Hence, by the o-Fatou
property of p, p(f) < lim inf p(/„). Conversely, assume that p(f) <
lim inf p(f„) whenever fn—> f. Let 0<«ntw.
Then p(u) < Urn inf p(un) =
lim p(un) and so p(«n)tp(«). Hence, p is a-Fatou.

For every monotone seminorm p on a Riesz space L, the set of all fE

L such that p(f) < 1 will be denoted by Sp. It follows that Sp is convex
and solid; moreover, p is a Riesz seminorm if and only if Sp is absorbent (i.e.
for each fEL
there exists some real a>0
suchthat fEßSp for all ß>

a).
Theorem 4.3. A monotone seminorm p on a Riesz space L is o-Fatou
if and only if S is order closed.
Proof.

Assume that p is a-Fatou.

Let fn—*f

Then, by Theorem 4.2, p(/)< lim inf p(/„)<

and f„ESp

1. Hence fESp.

for all n.

Conversely,

assume that Sp is order closed. Let 0<«ntw.
Clearly, p(«„)t < p(u). Let
a besuchthat p(un)<a
for all n. Then a~lunESp
for all n; and so,
by the assumption that Sp is order closed, a~lu E Sp, i.e., p(u) < a. It follows
that p(un)îp(u) and hence p is a-Fatou.
For every convex, solid subset S of a Riesz space, the Minkowski functional

of S will be denoted by \¡/s, i.e., 0SO/) = inf {a > 0: fE aS}.
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Theorem 4.4. If p is a monotone seminorm on a Riesz space L, then
pL is the Minkowski functional of the pseudo order closure of Sp.

Proof. Let uEL+. If a is such that pL(u) < a < °°, then there
exists 0<u„t«
suchthat p(un)<a
for all n; and so a~1unESp
for all
n, thus cT^uES'
and 0S-(m) < a. This shows that 0S' <p¿. Conversely,
if ß is such that 0S- (u)< ß < °°, then u E ßS'p; hence there exists 0 < un\u
such that un EßSp for all n, so pL(u) <|3. Therefore pL < \ps> .
Theorem 4.5. Let p be a monotone seminorm on a Riesz space L. Then
the largest o-Fatou monotone seminorm pM dominated by p is the Minkowski
functional of the order closure of Sp.

Proof. Denote by 0 the Minkowski functional of the order closure of
Sp. If 0<u„tu
and 0(u„) < a < °° for all n, then a~lun ESp for all
n, so a~1uES and 0(«)<a.
This shows that 0 is a-Fatou. If 77 isa
a-Fatou monotone seminorm such that tj < p, then Sp C Sn and so Sp Ç
Sr¡=Sr¡. Let a be such that 0(/) < a < °°, then a"'/eSp
ÇSn, hence
r¡(f) < a. Thus 77< 0. Therefore 0 =pM.
By Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, 5p is order closed implies that pL is a-Fatou.
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for pL to be
a-Fatou.
Theorem 4.6. Let p be a monotone seminorm on a Riesz space L.
Then pL is o-Fatou if and only if the pL-closure of S'p is order closed.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, pL is a-Fatou if and only if Sp is order
closed. Hence, it is sufficient to show that the pL-closure of S'p is Sp . Denote the pL-closure of S'p by S^ L. Since Sp is pL -closed and S"pÇ Sp ,
so irppL Ç Sp For the reverse inclusion, let f^SpL. Then pL(f)<l,

and so gn = (1 - l/n)fES'p
Thus fETppL.

for all »-1,2,

••• and pLfe„-/)—»-0.

If p is a Riesz seminorm, then the property that pL is a-Fatou can be
interpreted in a different way than Theorem 4.6. Before proving this, we shall
first prove the following two lemmas.

Lemma 4.7. Let S be a convex solid subset of a Riesz space L. Then

Ws)l = ts'Proof.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4.

Lemma 4.8. Let S, T be two convex solid absorbent subsets of a Riesz
space L. Then 0S = \pT if and only if S'tu = T^u.
Proof.

Assume that \¡js - 0r.

Let u be an element such that 0 <
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u E S^u. There exists then a sequence {un } such that un jaL* u and 0 <
u„ES
for all n. Since 0S is a Riesz seminorm, it follows from Theorem 4.1

that 0lS(w„)—►0^(") and so 0s(u)<l.
Then, by assumption, 0r(u) < 1
and hence u€fru.
This shows that S'TUÇT'[Xt. Similarly, T'ia C5r'u. Therefore, 5^u = 7^u. For the reverse implication, assume that S'ru = T'IU. Let
uEL+. If 0r(u) < a < », then a-1« er and so a_1iie5ru.
There
exists a sequence {«n } such that un -^oT1«
and 0 < un E S for all n.
Then, by Theorem 4.1, 0s(w„)—»-0s(a_1«) and hence \ps(u)<a.
This

showsthat 0S < 0r. Similarly, 0r < 0S. Therefore, 0S = 0r.
Theorem 4.9. Z-ef p be a Riesz seminorm on a Riesz space L. Then
pL is o-Fatou if and only if (S'p)'IU= (£),'),„.

Proof . From Theorem 4.4, pL = 0S.. Then pLL - (\¡/s- )L and, by
Lemma 4.7, pLL = 0S». Hence, Lemma 4.8 implies that pL is a-Fatou if

and only if (S'p)'tu= (S'pXu.
For every subset S of a Riesz space L, we define 5", n = 1, 2, ••*,
inductively by: S = S>, S" = (S"1-1)'; for every monotone seminorm p on L,
define pL„ by: pLj = pL, pL„ = (pL„_i)L. The following theorem is a
generalization of Theorem 4.9.

Theorem 4.10. For each n = 1,2, •••,
(1) if p is a Riesz seminorm on a Riesz space L, then pL„ is o-Fatou

ifandonlyif

(Snp)'tu= (S"p+i)'ta;

(2) if p is a Riesz seminorm on an Archimedean Riesz space L, then
pL„ is o-Fatou implies that Sp + ' h order closed.
Proof. (1) Since pL = 0^ and (4>t)l = ^r> ^or every convex solid
subset T, so by induction PLn = Üsii f°r « = 1,2, •••• From Lemma 4.8,
it follows that pL„ is a-Fatou if and only if (Sp)'tu = (Sp + 1)'tu.
(2) If L is Archimedean, then
OS")' CS"*1 C(Sn + i)' CSn+2 C(Sn+2)' .
v p'ru

— p

—KP

'tu

— p

—v p

'ru*

By part (1) and the a-Fatou property of pL„ and pL„ + i,

Hence 52+1=^+2

and so S"p+l is order closed.
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